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How to apply for housing through the 
Uppsala University Housing Office

Application deadline
 
All fee-paying students and formal exchange students who benefit from the university’s housing 
guarantee can apply for housing between 15-31 May.

Application procedure

• You will receive the link to the online housing application via email, together with an instruction. 

• Read the information about each housing area provided in this folder and on the Uppsala 
University Housing Office’s website. Most of the accommodations are in the form of ”student 
corridor”. Read more on what it is like to live in a student corridor. 

• Rank your three choices of housing areas. 

• Carefully read the instructions on how to fill in the online application form provided by the 
Uppsala University Housing Office. 

• Fill out and submit online application form, according to the instructions. 
 

After submitting your application

• You will receive a confirmation email after submitting your online application. 

• Housing offers, which include your Leasing Agreement, will be sent out in the beginning of June 
at the earliest. 

• Read your Leasing Agreement carefully. 

• Sign your Leasing Agreement online. 

• After signing your Leasing Agreement, you will receive a confirmation email. 

Contact the Uppsala University Housing Office with any questions!

If you have any questions about the accommodation options, you are welcome to contact the 
 Uppsala University Housing Office by sending an email to: 
info@housingoffice.se

https://housingoffice.se/accommodation/exchange-students-master-students/
https://housingoffice.se/accommodation/exchange-students-master-students/
https://housingoffice.se/staying-at-uuho/student/student-corridor-living/
mailto:info%40housingoffice.se?subject=
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Ekebyvägen
About accommodations at Ekebyvägen
Rent:
Around 5400 SEK/month

Total no. rooms available:
24

Size of rooms:
20 square metres

Tenants in the corridor:
Only international students live in this corridor

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
Appoximately 2 km south west of the city

Closest campus areas:
Geocentrum, Engelska parken, Blåsenhus

Facilities at Ekebyvägen
Kitchen:
Shared kitchen in the corridor

Bathroom:
Private bathroom in room (WC and shower)

Laundry room:
Located on floor 2

Furniture included in the room
• Bed and mattress (including pillow and quilt)
• Chair
• A desk with a chair and a desk lamp
• Reading lamp
• Small cupboard
• Two bookshelves
• Notice board
• Window blinds

Internet access
Wifi is not provided. Internet access is provided 
by connecting a networking cable to the wall 
outlet. Networking cable is not provided .

Monthly rent includes

• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• Coop Nära Ekeby, located on 

 Köpenhamnsgatan
• ICA Väst, located close to Flogsta
• ICA Folkes, located on Rackarbergsgatan/St 

Johannesgatan

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ekebyv%C3%A4gen,+Uppsala,+Sverige/@59.849555,17.610624,14z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x465fcb949f5fde0d:0x43360d6a57f04ce0!8m2!3d59.8495552!4d17.610624?hl=sv
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Patrizia, a Swiss exchange student 
living at Ekebyvägen

How long have you been living at Ekebyvägen 
and do you like living here? 
I have been living here since August, so almost 
the whole academic year now. I really like it 
here. I don’t really know why I chose it actually, 
but I read about it, the price was ok, and the 
fact that we have our own shower and toilet was 
good. It also seemed quiet here, quieter than 
Flogsta, which I really liked.

Was Ekebyvägen your first ranked choice?
Yes, this was my highest ranked choice.

Is there only international students in your cor
ridor or are there Swedish students living there 
too?
This floor is only for international students, so 
it is both a pro and a con. The pro is that I in-
stantly made new friends after arriving here, 
since we were all new together. The con is that I 
haven’t met any Swedes here and since I speak 
 Swedish it would have been nice to have had 
some  Swedes in the same corridor!

What are the kitchen and common room like?
I really like it that the kitchen is so big. We have 
a lot of space to cook and to bake. In the kitchen 
there are two of everything which are shared by 
12 persons in total. It works really well sharing 
the kitchen, everyone helps out with keeping 
the kitchen and shared areas clean and tidy. 
The common room is nice, and since there are 
a lot of windows, it is very bright. It is just nice 
to sit there and have coffee and talk with other 
 corridor-mates.

What furniture was included in the room?
All of the big pieces of furniture like my bed, 
table and chair were included in the room. So I 
only had to buy the small stuff, like my duvet, by 
myself.

Is there anything that you don’t like about living 
at Ekebyvägen?
What I don’t like is that some of the stuff was 
broken when I moved in and it took some time 
to get them fixed, but it was mostly things in the 
common area. 

Are there any good supermarkets close by? How 
long does it take to get to them?
Yes, definitely. There is a Coop that is about a 
5-minute walk away and then it takes about 10 
 minutes by bike to get to ICA Väst, which is 
great.

What campus are you studying at?
My campus is Engelska parken so it takes 
roughly  5 minutes by bike to get there. It’s very 
convenient!

How long does it take to get into the centre of 
Uppsala?
By bike it takes about 15 minutes and it takes 
roughly 20–30 minutes to walk there.

What kind of gym or sporting facilities are close 
by to Ekebyvägen?
My gym, Campus1477, is really close. It also 
 takes roughly 5–10 minutes to cycle there. There 
is also another gym, Friskis&Svettis which is even 
closer, only a 2-minute walk away. I also really 
like that the nature is so close. I really love to 
take a walk on the weekends. It only takes me 5 
 minutes to get out into the nature, and yeah, it’s 
beautiful there!
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Eklundshovsvägen
About accommodations at 
Eklundshovsvägen

Rent:
Ranges between 5000 – 6500 SEK/month

Total no. rooms available:
56

Size of rooms:
20 – 24 square metres

Tenants in the corridor:
Both Swedish and international students

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
Appoximately 2 km from the city centre

Closest campus areas:
BMC, Ångström, Polacksbacken

Facilities at Eklundshovsvägen
Kitchen:
Private kitchenette in room 

Bathroom:
Private bathroom in room (WC and shower)

Laundry room:
Located in the basement of Eklundshovsvägen 
4B

Furniture included in the room
• Bed and mattress (a pillow and quilt are not 

included)
• Two chairs
• A desk with a desk lamp
• Bookshelf

Internet access
Wifi is not provided. Internet access is provided 
by connecting a networking cable to the wall 
outlet. Networking cable is not provided .

Monthly rent includes
• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• Willys, located on Kungsgatan 95
• ICA Hörnan, located on Artillerigatan
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Fulden, a Turkish Master’s student 
living at Eklundshovsvägen

How long have you been living at 
Eklundshovsvägen  and do you like living here?
I have been living here for about 8 months now. 
It is a really peaceful environment. Since I work 
and study, I need my space and I need silence, 
therefore this is a great place for me. I also like 
that it is close to the river. So it is a good place 
for people who like to be close to nature, I really 
like it here.

When you applied for housing, was this your 
first choice?
It wasn’t my first choice, it was my third 
choice but I don’t exactly remember what my 
higher  choices were. One of the reasons I had 
 Eklundshovsvägen as one of my choices is be-
cause it was described as a calm place. 

What campus do you study at?
My campus is at Ekonomikum and it takes  about 
35–40 minutes to walk there.  Eklundshovs vägen 
is a really good location for people who are 
study ing at Ångström or  Polacksbacken, as it is 
only like a 2-minute walk to these campus areas 
from here.

Do you think that it is isolated?
There is not that much going on around here, so 
many people think it is isolated. But it is actually 
closer to the city centre than Flogsta, so I often 
meet people in the centre.

You have your own bathroom and your own 
kitchen in the room, so it’s basically like a small 
apartment?
Yes, exactly. 

Do you see the rest of the people living here?
No, not much. I think since there is not much 
else around here I think many people just come 
back to their rooms and spend time inside there. 
 However, we have a Facebook group here and 
we communicate there, so I know people living 
here, and when there are communal things going 
on we let each other know.

Do you think the room provides everything you 
need to live here comfortably?
Yes, I have my kitchen, which is a very, very big 
plus! I feel very comfortable here.

Are there more Master’s students living here 
than exchange students?
Yes, I think so.

Is there anything you think is negative about 
living here?
The fact that the supermarket is quite far away 
is not great. There is either one supermar ket on 
Villavägen or there is one in the centre, on one 
of the streets that go up to the castle. You really 
have to think in advance about what you want to 
buy. It is probably the most negative thing about 
living here. In the autumn I was going to a larger 
supermarket, Willys, by bike, which took about 
20 minutes to get there, but I don’t like biking 
when it snows or is icy. One other negat ive thing 
is that it is quite dark in the evenings. There isn’t 
much light in the streets around here.
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Flogsta/Sernanders väg
About accommodations at Flogsta/
Sernanders väg

Rent:
Ranges between 4300 – 4400 SEK/month

Total no. rooms available:
985

Size of rooms:
19 square metres

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
Appoximately 3 km west of the city centre

Closest campus areas:
BMC, Engelska parken, Geocentrum

Facilities at Flogsta/Sernanders väg
Kitchen:
Shared kitchen in each corridor

Bathroom:
Private bathroom in room (WC and shower)

Laundry room:
There are laundry rooms in several of the build-
ings

Furniture included in the room

• Bed and mattress (a pillow and quilt are not 
included)

• Chair
• Desk
• Floor lamp
• Pedestal of drawers or book cupboard
• Bookshelf
• Armchair
• Ceiling lamp

Internet access
Wifi is not provided. Internet access is provided 
by connecting a networking cable to the wall 
outlet. Networking cable is not provided .

Monthly rent includes

• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• ICA Väst, located beside the bus stop called 

Flogsta Centrum
• Willys, located in Stenhagen
• ICA Maxi, located in Stenhagen
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Erika, a Canadian exchange student 
living at Flogsta

How long have you been living at Flogsta and do 
you like living here?
I have been living here since January. I guess that 
since there are so many people living here, when 
you make friends when you first arrive, they will 
mostly likely also be living in Flogsta. For the 
first few weeks it was really easy to make plans 
together since everyone lives basically 2 minutes 
from each other. That’s probably my favourite 
thing about Flogsta!

When you applied for housing, did you have 
Flogsta as your first choice?
No, I had another area as my first choice but I 
was happily surprised when I ended up here. It 
felt like the longest drive to Flogsta when I first 
arrived, which was a bit discouraging, but since 
then it’s been fine!

When you first moved in, what was your first 
impression of Flogsta? 
I thought that it was the biggest room I’ve ever 
lived in! I’ve never had a room this big at univer-
sity or at home before.

Do you think, in terms of the general area, that 
Flogsta is a nice place to live?
I guess that it is a bit inconvenient that it’s pretty  
far away from town. But I really like biking 
and I think that if I lived closer to the centre, I 
wouldn’t have a bike.

Which campus are you studying at?
Right now I am studying at the Department of 
Government, at Gamla torget. So it takes about 
30 minutes to walk there. It takes about 15 
 minutes to bike there. I always leave tons of time 
to get there.

In this corridor, are you a mix of Swedish and 
international students?
Yes, there are both Swedish and international 
students here.

Do you do things together with the rest of your 
corridor or others living in Flogsta?
Some people eat together in the kitchen, 
 whereas others cook and then eat in their room, 
so it is really a bit of a mix. There is a Face-
book group for everyone living in Flogsta and if 
 someone has lost their keys or is having a party, 
or if somebody sees this cat that roams around 
Flogsta in their building, they take a photo of it 
and post in the group!

Have you heard the Flogsta scream?
Yes, every night! It was something that I heard 
about before moving here and so when I found 
out that I was going to be in Flogsta I was really 
happy, that I could tell my friends about the 
Flogsta scream!

Which supermarkets do you usually shop at?
When I am motivated I go a bit further, I shop at 
the larger supermarkets in Stenhagen. Otherwise 
there is ICA Väst which is really close by.

https://www.uu.se/en/about-uu/traditions/flogsta-scream/
https://www.uu.se/en/about-uu/traditions/flogsta-scream/
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Kantorsgatan
About accommodations at Kantorsgatan
Rent:
Ranges between 4100 – 5700 SEK/month

Total no. rooms available:
178

Size of rooms:
Corridor rooms are 18 – 19 square metres. 
There are also one-room apartments.

Tenants in the corridor:
Both Swedish and international students

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
Appoximately 2 km from the city centre

Closest campus areas:
Ekonomikum, Gamla torget

Facilities at Kantorsgatan
Kitchen:
Shared kitchen in the corridor. One-room apart-
ments have a private kitchen.

Bathroom:
Shared bathroom in the corridor. A limited 
num ber of rooms have a private WC. One-room 
apartments have a private bathroom with WC 
and shower.

Laundry room:
The laundry rooms are located in buildings 12 
and 34.

Furniture included in the room

• Bed and mattress (a pillow and quilt are not 
included)

• Floor lamp
• A desk with chair and lamp
• Pedestal of drawers or book cupboard
• Bookshelf

• Armchair
• Ceiling lamp

Internet access
Wifi is not provided. Internet access is provided 
by connecting a networking cable to the wall 
outlet. Networking cable is not provided.

Monthly rent includes

• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• ICA Samköp
• Lidl, located at Liljefors torg 2
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Ida, a Dutch exchange student 
living at Kantorsgatan

How long have you been living at Kantorsgatan?
I arrived in January at the start of the spring 
semester.

Did you know anything about the housing areas 
when you applied for your accommodation?
I read the information from the Housing  Office, 
but I mostly heard about the areas from others 
on Facebook. I am in this Facebook group for 
exchange students, and I saw this poll about 
which were the best housing areas for exchange 
students and this is mostly what I looked at.

Was this your first ranked choice when you ap
plied for accommodation?
This was actually my third choice!

When you got your housing offer, how did you 
feel?
I was a bit sad about it at first, because I had 
heard that all the people I knew were going 
to Flogsta, and a friend of mine got a place in 
 Flogsta too. So I was quite frustrated. But when 
I got here the others in the corridor were really  
nice and the room is much bigger than the 
Dutch rooms. So I was glad!

What was the biggest surprise when you first 
moved in?
I think living with Swedish people. The guy that 
lives across from me was very shy in the begin-
ning and he didn’t come out of his room so 
much, but we are friends now. So that was the 
most surprising to me, but it ended up well!

Is it a corridor with mixed Swedish and interna
tional students?
Yeah, it is mixed. There are two Swedes and 
three internationals living here. I like it better to 
have a mix. I have learnt some Swedish because 
of it!

Do you eat together in the kitchen, or does 
every one do their own thing?
I always eat in the kitchen. I also eat with my 

Dutch flatmate quite often. Tomorrow we will 
have a corridor barbeque! It doesn’t only hap-
pens in Flogsta, it happens here too!

Are there any social activities going on with dif
ferent corridors at Kantorsgatan?
I don’t really know many other corridors. But 
we have a Facebook group with those living at 
 Kantorsgatan. We have parties from time to time 
and we go to other Kantorsgatan buildings too.

Is there anything that you particularly like about 
living at this housing area? What would you say 
are the advantages of living here?
It is nice and quiet, I really appreciate that. I 
really like it that we are 5 in the corridor as well. 
I also like it that I have a private bathroom. It 
is also quite close to the city centre, for Flogsta 
people it is a bit further. You can also walk out 
to Gamla Uppsala from here. I figure skate so I 
have practice close by here. It is also good be-
cause you will still have social contact if you live 
here.

Is there anything that you don’t like about living 
here?
They are doing some building work in the area, 
so it is quite dusty right now.

Are there any good supermarkets close by?
Yeah, for the first few weeks I was shopping at 
ICA which was a few minutes’ walk away. But it 
is quite a small one. We have a Willys and a Lidl 
close by as well, about 5 minutes  by bike.
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Klostergatan 16
About accommodations at Klostergatan 16
Rent:
Ranges between 5500 – 6300 SEK/month

Total no. rooms available:
232

Size of rooms:
23 square metres

Tenants in the corridor:
Only international students live here

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
A few minutes’ walk from the city centre

Closest campus areas:
Gamla torget, Ekonomikum, Engelska parken

Facilities at Klostergatan
Kitchen:
Kitchenette in the room and shared kitchen on 
the ground floor

Bathroom
Private bathroom in the room (WC and shower)

Laundry room
Located on the ground floor

Gym
Located on the ground floor

Cafe
Located on the ground floor

Included in the room

• Bed and mattress (a pillow and quilt are 
included)

• Chair
• A desk or table
• Closet

• Curtains
• Ceiling lamp

Internet access

Wifi is not provided in the rooms. Internet access 
is provided by connecting a networking cable 
to the wall outlet. There is wifi in the ground 
floor common areas. Networking cable is not 
provided .

Monthly rent includes

• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• ICA City, located in St Per Gallerian
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Zachary, an American exchange 
student from Hawaii living at 
Klostergatan 16

How long have you been living in Klostergatan?
I have been here since the autumn semester, so 
almost a year now.

When applying for housing, was Klostergatan 
your first choice?
Yes, it was my first choice. I like to be private 
and plus it is right in the centre of town and it 
is close to most of the campuses. I decided that 
if I did get this place I wouldn’t buy a bike, just 
because I am not really a bike person. 

What campus area are you studying at?
Right now I am at Engelska parken, right 
up the hill. Only once have I had classes at 
Ekonomikum , but they are both really close by.

Are there both Swedish and international stu
dents living here?
I believe that the majority of the students here 
at Klostergatan are internationals, but there are 
some Swedes that live here too. I know that 
there are a lot of Master’s students living here.

Do you use the common areas quite a lot?
Not really the kitchen, but I do go to the cafe, 
right downstairs, it is a good place to relax and 
get a cup of coffee or something and do some 
homework. It stays open until 21:00 which 
is good. The common areas were renovated 
re cently and so there are new applicances, 
everything , it’s really nice.

Is there anything that you don’t like living at 
Klostergatan?
I would probably say that the negative thing 
about it is how far it is from the other student 
housing areas. So if you have friends in Flogsta 
or something, unless they are coming into town, 
it is you that would probably travel to them. But 
you have all of the nations nearby, so you will 
probably meet your friends at the nations any-
way. I think that is the only really negative thing 
for me, at least.

Do you spend much time with other students 
who live at Klostergatan? Are there activities 
that you do together?
We have our own Facebook group, so if there 
is something going on, they publish something 
there, so that everyone gets the notification. 

We know that there is a gym in the same build
ing. Do you use the gym at all?
Yeah, we have a gym. I use it sometimes, but lots 
of people use it. Since it is a small gym, there are 
only a few machines, but it’s mostly free in the 
mornings. 
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Salixvägen/Lilla Sunnersta
About accommodations at Salixvägen/Lilla 
Sunnersta

Rent:
Around 4700 SEK/month

Total no. rooms available:
44

Size of rooms:
25 square metres

Tenants in the accommodation:
Both Swedish and international students

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
Approximately 7 km south of the city centre, 
close to the Lake Mälaren

Closest campus areas:
Ångström Laboratory, Polacksbacken, BMC

Facilities at Salixvägen/Lilla Sunnersta
Kitchen:
Kitchenette in room with microwave and basic 
equipment

Bathroom
Private bathroom in room (WC and shower)

Laundry room
Laundry rooms are located in houses 1 and 6. 
Open 24 hours a day

Included in the room

• Bed and mattress (a pillow and quilt are 
included)

• A desk with chair and lamp
• Two chairs
• Floor lamps
• Armchair
• Drawers
• Bookshelf
• Noticeboard
• Table

• Curtains
• Ceiling lamp

Internet access
Wifi is not provided in the rooms. Internet 
 access is provided by connecting a networking 
cable to the wall outlet. Networking cable is not 
provided .

Monthly rent includes

• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• ICA, located at Gottsunda centrum
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Nuruddin, an Indonesian Master’s 
student living at Salixvägen/Lilla 
Sunnersta

How long have you been living at Lilla 
Sunnersta  and do you like it?
I have been living here since the autumn. The 
first time that I arrived here, it was amazing, it is 
the first time that I have got my own apartment, 
with my own kitchen and bathroom. I think this 
is a luxury!

When applying for housing, which areas did you 
choose?
I think I chose Flogsta, here and then a third one 
which I’ve forgotten.

Do you have friends that live in Lilla Sunnersta?
Yeah, for example there are a few other 
 Indonesian students living in Lilla Sunnersta that 
I’m friends with.

What campus do you study at?
My campus is Ångström, it’s near. I have a bike, 
and it takes about 15 minutes. There is a bike 
lane all the way. But in the winter I take the bus. 
We have a bus stop close by.

Lilla Sunnersta is close to nature, is that some
thing that you like?
Yes, sometimes I like walking around here. It is 
also close to the lake so not only are there forests 
nearby, but there is the lake.

When you need to buy groceries, are there any 
good supermarkets close by?
The closest one is in Gottsunda centrum, it is 
quite far if you want to walk. It is also the draw-
back if you live here. Compared to if you live in 
the city, where you can easily find many super-
markets, here there is only one in  Gottsunda 
centrum. There is also an Asian market in 
Gottsunda centrum, but I have never been there. 
There is a Thai market in the centre of the city 
and I have bought things there instead.

Do you cook your own food here? Do you have 
everything you need in the kitchen?
Yeah, I have everything I need here.

Is there anything else that you really like about 
Lilla Sunnersta?
I really like the laundry room. I usually do my 
laundry at midnight, so I don’t need to queue 
and sometimes I use three machines at the same 
time!

Lilla Sunnersta is a little more expensive than 
some housing areas. Do you think the rent level 
is ok?
Yes, I think it is worth it. You get your own 
room, bathroom and kitchen. You get all the 
furniture you need in it too.
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Rackarbergsgatan
About accommodations at 
Rackabergsgatan

Rent:
The rent is yet to be determined due to recent 
renovations. Kindly keep yourself informed on 
the Housing Office’s website.

Total no. rooms available:
138

Size of rooms:
12 – 24 square metres

Tenants in the corridor:
Both Swedish and international students

Location

Distance to centre of Uppsala:
Centrally located, 1 km east of the city centre

Closest campus areas:
Ekonomikum, Engelska parken, Blåsenhus

Facilities at Rackarbergsgatan
Kitchen:
Shared kitchen in the corridor

Bathroom
Some rooms include a private WC, while others 
have a private sink. Shower facilities are shared 
with the other tenants in the corridor.

Laundry room
In the basement of houses 14, 38 and 86 

Furniture included in the room

• Bed and mattress (a pillow and quilt are not 
included)

• Floor lamp
• A desk with chair and lamp
• Pedestal of drawers or book cupboard
• Ceiling lamp

Internet access
Wifi is not provided in the rooms. Internet 
 access is provided by connecting a networking 
cable to the wall outlet. Networking cable is not 
provided .

Monthly rent includes

• Electricty
• Water
• Heating
• Access to laundry room

Closest supermarkets
• ICA Folkes, located on Rackarbergsgatan/St 

Johannesgatan
• ICA Luthagens, located on Sysslomansgatan 

19
• ICA Väst, located by Flogsta and takes about 

7 minutes to cycle there

https://housingoffice.se/accommodation/exchange-students-master-students/rackarbergsgatan/
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Annika, an American exchange 
student living at Rackarbergsgatan

How long have you been living at 
Rackarbergsgatan  and do you like it?
I have been here since August. Once I got to 
know people around the area I was like, I am so 
glad I live here. To me this is the perfect distance 
to town. 

What impression did you have of 
Rackabergsgatan  when you moved in?
They are really nice sized rooms I think. In the 
US the rooms would be basically this size shared 
by two people. So I came in here and was like, 
it’s huge, I’ve got this all to myself! The corridor 
is also quite small, only 5 people so it feels more 
like an apartment, not like a dorm.

What campus are you studying at?
I don’t have a specific one because of the ex-
change programme I am on, but I am usually 
at Engelska parken. It takes 10 minutes to walk 
 there, it’s so nice! I was lucky that I study so 
close to my housing, some people I know, de-
pending on what they study, have further to go.

What furniture came with the room?
There was a lot, a bed, desk, and a chair for 
example. It was nice to have all of this stuff here 
already.

Do you spend time with the others in your cor
ridor? Are you the only international student in 
the corridor?
We don’t really hang out, but I get along with 
the others in my corridor, I see them when we 
are cooking in the same area. They are nice, 
but it’s not like in Flogsta. There is not as much 
contact. There are three Swedish students and 
then a student from Cambodia. It feels like the 
Swedish students are already so established here, 
their rooms are all set up so we are not going 
through the same experience at the same time.

Would you prefer to stay in a corridor with only 
international students?
Probably, I think then we would always be clue-
less together when moving in and be open to get 

to know each other. 

How do you find sharing the kitchen and bath
room with four other students?
It’s been fine. There is very little conflict trying 
to use the kitchen or bathroom. I don’t think 
the others cook that much. Very rarely is there 
someone in the bathroom when I need to use it. 
I also have a private sink so that if people have 
a similar schedule, you can still get ready in the 
room if there is someone in the bathroom. 

Is there anything you don’t like about 
 Rackarbergsgatan?
Sometimes it feels a little bit old, but really it is 
so much nicer than most of the dorms in the US, 
so it’s not a problem.

When you need to buy food, what supermarkets 
are close by?
I like that it is really close to the ICA Folkes. I 
don’t think that my parents appreciate that, it’s 
the priciest one! But for late night purchases it is 
good. 

If you don’t want to buy groceries at ICA Folkes, 
is there any other supermarket that you can go 
to?
I have literally only been shopping at ICA  Folkes, 
which is really close by, until this week. And 
then this week I went and shopped at the ICA 
supermarket in Luthagen.
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